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BR

Bradford Runyan

TT

Tom Tulien

[Tape start] […]
TT

Let’s see it’s 25 February 2005. OK, I know we have done this before but let’s get some
background. Your dad was a coalminer, or rather, he had his own company…

BR

Yes. He was a full operator. He had his own coalmines. Matter of fact, he had his own
coal mine when he was 17 years old.

TT

Really.

BR

Yeah, had several employees and plus he had two years of college.
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TT

So was his dad in the business too?

BR

No, his father was a Postmaster.

TT

How did he get started so early?

BR

I don’t know, I guess it was just a way to make money. He got married early and he had
to support his family. But anyway, I graduated from High School, I went to college at the
University of Florida and there I went through engineering school but I enjoyed my
ROTC classes. So, I ended up joining the Air Force right after college.

TT

Was the draft going on then?

BR

The draft was going on then—

TT

Was your number coming up?

BR

I had no idea, it didn’t concern me one way or the other. I just enjoyed my ROTC classes
so if there would have been a draft or not I probably would have joined the Air Force.

TT

Yeah because a lot of guys knew the draft was coming up, and they joined the Air Force
just so that they would have some choices for going in. A lot of the ground witnesses in
this case...

BR

Yeah.

BR

Well another thing is, all the Air Force instructors really impressed me, and you know
just the quality of people so I never regretted anything in the military because we do have
such high quality people in the military. But anyway, after college I went to pilot training
in Del Rio, Texas, and then B-52 school at a Castle at Merced, California.

TT

When you say pilot training what did that involve?

BR

OK, well that involved three different airplanes a T-411, which is a souped up Cessna
172.

TT

Trainer?

BR

Yeah a trainer, and then a T-37 twin engine jet trainer2...which the instructor sat side by
side in the cockpit with the student which, you know, made it real good because he can
talk directly to you besides over the intercom or earphones whatever. So then after that
then we have the T-38’s3 which is a supersonic jet trainer, but the student basically sat in
the front seat and the instructor sat behind so all communications were done over the
radio in that airplane, which made it a little more difficult. But that was a fun airplane to
fly...

TT

It was it like an interceptor?

BR

Well the fighter version was the F-5 but the airplane had such a high power to weight
ratio that at that time it held the world climb speed record. From brake release to 40,000
feet was under two minutes. I mean, that’s really moving. So then several times when I
was out by myself, I would get lost, couldn’t find my way back to the base and I would
always have to get a FAA Controller to head me home so I figured I ought to fly an
airplane that had navigators. I requested the B-52 and had two navigators, so ended up, I
got my request and went to Castle Air Force base in California at Merced, California for
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the B-52 training. After that my next assignment was at Minot, North Dakota—stopped
by Fort Worth, Texas for nuclear weapons school on the way.
TT

Which involved what?

BR

Basically, well the design and operation of some of our bombs.

TT

Oh, so you understood the whole technology.

BR

Yeah, pre-flighting them and various kinds of things—it’s a couple weeks, two-week
school. The Air Force asked me where I would like to be stationed for my first
assignment and I requested the southeast because I went to school in Florida and had
relatives there and then they said “Well, in case there’s nothing there, what’s your second
choice?” I said the middle south; it’s still close to home, its still warm weather and they
said, “What’s your third choice, and I said well the southwest...”

TT

(laughs) the Canadian border...

BR

Yeah I can’t stand cold weather so I’d like to go someplace warm so, they said “Well
then report to Minot at the end of January.”

TT

(laughs)

BR

...then so, well, you know, it could have been in the summer…

TT

End of January, worst time of the year.

BR

Yeah, someone got a kick out of that I’m sure—it wasn’t me. But I was glad I went to
Minot. For one thing, the people there in North Dakota have a saying, “40 below keeps
the riff-raff out.” And it does. They’re the highest quality people that I’ve met. They’re
real fine people. And the base is sort of isolated, there is not a whole lot of traffic up there
so we pretty much just do whatever you want, you are just pretty much on your own up
there, fly wherever you want to go and don’t have to worry about a lot of traffic. Anyway
I ended up in Minot, North Dakota for two or three years, and I ended up on a Stanboard
crew after a while.

TT

Do you start out in a non-ready crew?

BR

No, actually I got checked out, oh, fairly soon and I went to an E-crew, I don’t even
remember what it stands for but it was above a ready crew but not the best. And Lt.
Colonel Poole was my first Aircraft Commander. He was an instructor pilot, so I guess
that helped me too. I was with them until Stanboard needed a co-pilot and they asked me
to go to Stanboard.

TT

Was that with Cagle?

BR

No, I started out with a Major Copperthide [sp?] and he left fairly soon after I joined his
crew, you know, he got another assignment. And I ended up on Don Cagle's crew while I
was on Stanboard.

TT

Over a period of what time did those changes occur? What was the year that you went
originally was it late ‘66 or early ’67?

BR

I would say early ’67...

TT

Yeah. Oh January you said.
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BR

Yeah, and then I stayed until ’69 and then got transferred to Carswell down in Fort Worth
Texas4 to go overseas to...

TT

Arc Light.

BR

Yeah, for Arc Light.

TT

So you were stationed at Carswell for that—for six month TDY’s or something?

BR

Well, it was a permanent change of station so I stayed there for two or three, four years.
But then that base had the D model airplane and they were rotating with other units,
sending, not the whole base, but a few crews at the time—they kept several crews over
there.

TT

Did you have to retrain on the D?

BR

Not really. I was already checked out on it from Castle. That’s what I learned in was the
D.

TT

So when you came to Minot though you probably had to go through a training program?

BR

Yeah it was just a few changes. Actually the H model is much simpler airplane and
actually it was easier to change over from the D to the H than it would be to go from the
H back to the D. One thing, the H didn’t have the water injection, it just didn’t have a lot
the complicated stuff that the D model had.

TT

What was that water injection for just to cool the engines?

BR

No, it added mass to the fuel and it would run for a couple of minutes, so you hit the
water injection just prior to takeoff, and your power increased from 8,000 pounds to
12,000 pounds thrust per engine—

TT

Wow.

BR

—and whenever the water ran out, usually you had enough water to get your gear and
your flaps up and just as soon as the water ran out the airplane just died. I mean it felt just
like you shut the throttles off. And with the H model, it was different, with a full load you
set—you had a thrust gate because the engines were so powerful you could tear the wings
off of it. So in the wintertime, I remember fully loaded you would set the thrust gate for
about 65% power—we took off at 65% power then once you get airborne and get your
gear up and your flaps up and the airplane’s streamlined, just gradually increase your
power on up to 100%. Instead of the engines dying then they really come to life.

TT

Oh, so that was a big improvement.

BR

Oh I tell you it was really amazing. Yeah, with lighter fuel load it would climb like a
fighter. It was great.

TT

What was the basic mission at Minot?

BR

That was during the Cold War so we were a nuclear deterrent up there, and we had
airplanes flying airborne alert different time periods, and so we would have at least one
airplane over a certain orbit, you know well up north—

TT

So you were doing airborne alert essentially?

BR

We had ground and airborne alert.
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TT

So you had three types of alert? (Laughs) well you were always on alert essentially.

BR

Well you had your normal ground alert which is, you know, seven, up there it was for a
seven day period. You’d stay basically in an alert facility where you’re right with the
airplanes so you have quick reaction time. And at the end of your seven days you’d have
usually four days free time, then you’d fly a couple of training missions, then go back on
alert again. But then different bases would have the airborne alert, it was a rotational
thing, and at certain time periods we would have airplanes flying airborne alert, we would
have planes in the air 24 hours a day loaded with nuclear bombs, and other airplanes
would still be on ground alert at the same time and other people would be flying training
missions.

TT

And those airborne alerts were 24-hour alert periods?

Br:

Yes, well actually it was, we were on station for 12 hours but it would take us 6 hours to
get there, 6 hours back, and I believe it was, you know, with Don Cagle when we were
flying airborne alert one time we had a big problem with Northern Lights. I mean it
was—

TT

You’re up around the pole, the North Pole...

BR

Yeah we are up around the North Pole.

TT

Yeah, all the way down to Greenland you were flying?

BR

Yeah we would, we had a big, a big loop down there where we just orbited but Greenland
was the closest place you know, for two hundred miles away we could see the lights of
Greenland. But we were unable to get our fuel due to the Northern Lights this one time
but still, being an H model, we were able to spend our 12 hours on alert. And then, six
hours back home, then one of our gear wouldn’t come down on one side so we had to
burn off fuel to get our weight down plus we balanced the airplane. So we ended up
flying thirty hours and still had twenty tons of fuel left. I thought it was pretty amazing.

TT

What happened with the landing gear?

BR

It just did not come down.

TT

So you landed without it.

BR

Oh yeah, you know, B-52’s have so many backups, have 8 engines, have extra engines,
have extra landing gear.

TT

So those landing gear actually had the ability to adjust to cross wind.

BR

The wings are so wide, why then, if you have a cross wind you either crab into the wind
or lower your wing or do both. You know you can’t lower your wing on B-52’s because
the wing tip would hit before your landing gear would so you just crab into the wind, but
then you can’t land with the gear sideways, so you crank your gear around to line up with
the runway.

TT

Yeah, it’s amazing.

BR

It really is.

TT

That was a real secret, wasn’t it for a long time.
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BR

Uh huh, course you wouldn’t want to crank the gear in the wrong way that—

TT

Oh that would be a little bit concerning wouldn’t it? I mean when you were landing, were
you always making those adjustments with the landing gear or only when there was bad
weather?

BR

Only when the wind exceeded a certain amount. Actually it depended on the weight of
the airplane too. We landed, we took off and landed at Okinawa one time with a 45 knot
direct cross wind in pouring rain and several of the planes aborted but we reached a speed
where we couldn’t abort before we got into trouble. As we got the weight off our landing
gear our gear or tires were squalling sideways—we were being pushed sideways off the
runway, but we got airborne before we hit the dirt I guess.

TT

Oh yeah. How often did you do the seven-day alert, ground alert?

BR

Well, we were sort of short on crews about all the time so usually it was about every
other week. Yeah, up to two weeks a month.

TT

Wait, you’d be sitting inside that building stuck all day?

BR

Well no, you have, still have the run of the whole base. But still you have to be able to be
back and have your engines running within a certain amount of time. But, the alert
facility had study rooms, games and you could do a lot of things, we could go to the
officers club, go swimming, go to the movies.

TT

Oh so it wasn’t as bad as being locked up for seven days.

BR

No, and they had the best food, I gained weight every time I went on alert…

TT

Oh yeah (laughs)

BR

...you know, they not only had high quality food, but had a whole lot of it too. You could
do all your studying, your mission planning there.

TT

So, but you had to listen for the klaxon constantly?

BR

No, not necessarily

TT

What if they pulled an ORI or something?

BR

We had alerts usually about once a week. The horn, the klaxon would go off, maybe in
the daytime, maybe at night and you’d have to run out and start your engines and be
ready to taxi. Or if you didn’t get a message telling you not to taxi soon enough, you’d go
ahead and taxi out and you get a encoded message—have to check to see if this says “go
ahead,” or “stop,” or whatever. But yeah, we had the ORI’s at least once a year and then
maybe you’d have what they called a “BAR NONE” or “BUY NONE” which wasn’t as
full blown as an ORI. You would have one of those during the year also, but you would
have to have evaluators fly with you and fly out on a mission just like you were going to
war. Seemed like it always happened at night and you were always having to fly at night.

TT

And your training missions were really just for proficiency?

BR

Yes, to prepare you to go to war. It usually included high altitude navigation for the
navigators, air refueling for the pilots, and low level bomb runs, high level bomb runs.

TT

Explain low-level bomb runs. What would be the training there, or the process?
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BR

You reach a certain point like if, at that time, if we’d had to go to war with Russia—if
you flew the high altitude all the time, why then their radar would pick you up. Well in
advance we would reach a certain point, then we would penetrate to low altitude and fly
as close to the ground as we could using our terrain avoidance radar, basically you know,
in practice about four hundred feet above ground. In an actual war we would have
probably gone lower. So, then you’d have radar bomb scoring sites and at the end of the
track, you might be low level for an hour or two hours, then you have bomb drops and
you’d see jamming and so then they would be scored on certain things too.

TT

And those are at certain locations where they’d have equipment set up to test against?

BR

Yeah.

TT

Like St. George was one—

BR

They were all over and they changed and we didn’t use the same route all the time, you
know so we’d practice on different terrains.

TT

Right. So let’s go to October ’68 then. Do you remember that training mission?

BR

No. Basically, they were all the same type of stuff, I just remember on that one we had
extra pilot for the familiarization ride in the different model airplane.

TT

How often did you do that, where you had other pilots onboard? I thought the Stanboard
a lot of times they went onto the other flights...

BR

That, that’s correct.

TT

So this is kind of a unique situation.

BR

It was, it was unusual. Usually, Don Cagle would fly with their crew and then maybe the
next day they would give a check ride, you know, with another crew—or maybe two or
three days in a row, but, probably Major Partin—I think he was Major Partin at that
time— probably didn’t have his own crew just yet, but he was a highly qualified pilot
already, he just needed, he’d already had some rides in our airplane and he already knew
the differences but probably he just needed to be checked to make sure.

TT

Oh, on the H model.

BR

On the H model, and so it was just probably a convenient thing instead of—our crew had
a training flight scheduled so they probably just stuck him on with us to let Don Cagle
check him out to make sure he was qualified.

TT

Would he have flown the plane the whole mission?

BR

Probably not, I can’t remember. Probably Don Cagle and I did most of the pilot stuff
because we have air requirements we have to get in also, so probably Partin just got in the
left seat for certain things you know. But I can’t remember, he might have been in the left
seat the whole time, Don Cagle might have been right seat, being an instructor pilot he
could fly either seat, he knew the co-pilot’s duties as well as the pilot’s duties, and I
might have sat in the IP seat for most of the ride. I just can’t remember. But I do know at
one point that I was in the co-pilot’s seat with Partin.

TT

at the end of it there—

BR

Uh huh, at the end.
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TT

So when you penetrated Minot do you remember where you were coming from when you
came back to Minot?

BR

No I don’t.

TT

What would be a reasonable guess? I mean you had Partin on there you’re checking a
pilot out so you’re probably doing a lot of low approach and penetration stuff?

BR

Well probably, I think we did some high altitude work probably some vertical S’s, maybe
some steep turns you know, maybe some 60 degree bank turns...

TT

So that’s way out, at 20,000?

BR

Right, at higher altitude, like for the vertical S’s we might have gotten a block from 20 to
30; or 30 to 40,000 feet for that.

TT

And that’s what?

BR

Just, you know, go up and down, certain air speeds, certain rates of descent...

TT

...so you would drop the thing and then bring it back up...

BR

Uh huh, and then do 60-degree banking turns, that’s high altitude...

TT

But you’re up above 20 doing that.

BR

Oh yeah we are probably at 40,000.

TT

So nobody could even see you up there.

BR

No.

TT

You don’t have your landing lights on?

BR

No, huh-uh.

TT

...so there’s no way anybody would even know you’re up there.

BR

No, no way, and we were probably not over our base anyway—were out in the middle of
nowhere. So yeah, the higher the altitude the harder it is to hold the airplane up in a steep
bank. Like in Vietnam, we were bombing at 45,000 feet and it’s all that you could do
once you released your bombs to make yourself to bank 45 degrees and hold your
altitude.

TT

Oh in that big plane.

BR

Yeah, and with the little engines, didn’t have enough power to hold you up either.

TT

Oh, once you got the H model and all that—

BR:

Yeah.

TT

What was the other closest airbase to you at the time?

BR

Probably Grand Forks.

TT

Did you ever go over there and train?

BR

Some of the crews did—I don’t remember ever doing it myself.
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TT

The only reason I bring it up is I think Pat or Don, someone mentioned that they thought
maybe you were coming from Grand Forks.

BR

It, it is possible and like you said, we did have another pilot, so maybe Don let him shoot
some approaches over there. I just don’t remember, but personally I never did myself, I
don’t think.

TT

There’s still a question of when you guys got back to Minot because the first time we
know where you are at, you’re already down around the base—in the transcript when that
starts down around the base. So there’s still a question of how long you were there prior
to that. It sounds like you were either way up at altitude or…

BR

Right, yeah.

TT

So, why don’t you just walk us through what you recall of that experience?

BR

OK, well, undoubtedly I was already in the co-pilot seat and Partin was in the Aircraft
Commander pilot seat and we were climbing out of. Actually, the first thing I remember
is that we were going out to a certain point, and from the transcripts I found out that we
weren’t already at 20,000 feet, I thought we were already at 20,000 feet and then I
requested a certain instrument landing approach, I think it’s a TACAN landing approach,
and the controller requested that we check for something.

TT

At that point you were in what relationship to the base?

BR

Well, we, we were flying away from the base going northwest, going out to a point to
start our TACAN penetration.

TT

So you need to be a certain altitude to do that?

BR

Yeah, most of our approaches began at 20,000 feet. So I’m sure I requested clearance to
20,000 or Flight Level 2-0-0, which at 18,000 feet then you reset your altimeter to twoniner-niner-two [29.92]. Above 18,000 feet everyone is flying with the same altimeter
setting so it keeps your distances, your vertical distances proper because there is so much
variation in altimeter settings. On a cold day at low air pressure, they can be 2,000 feet
off.

TT

So at this point do you request directions out?

BR

Yeah, well I’d requested a certain approach and I’d requested Flight Level 2-0-0, a
certain instrument approach, and one of the controllers just came over and said “while
your flying...” or something, “we would like for you to check on something out in this
certain area” and of course it didn’t have it on the readout but either I thought it in my
mind or I made mention of the fact that we had been flying for ten hours and we were
tired, we’d like to land but if it was important and, maybe this was just in my mind, but
I’m pretty sure I said, “if this is important we’ll check it out,” and they said “well, we
think it’s important,” and so I said “well give me a heading,” and either they gave me a
heading or we were already headed in the right direction, I don’t know. As an
afterthought I asked “what are we looking for?” and they said, “well you will know it if
you see it,” and after that someone mentioned that maintenance people have been seeing
UFOs again. Anyway, we are just flying out towards the TACAN penetration point, so
the ground controllers told me to look out at my 1:00 position, that I should have
something out there and I couldn’t see anything, and then shortly thereafter, the
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Navigator told me that we had something off our right wing at 3 o’clock and of course I
am looking there too, and I really can’t see it, I think that...
TT

At that point you are in what direction in relation to the base?

BR

OK, we’re still flying away from the base and we still haven’t reached our TACAN
penetration point. So we’re flying out through there with the object showing on radar, and
I don’t know whether it blended in with the night and the clouds, haze or whatever we
had. I don’t know why I couldn’t see it, but I looked where he told me to look, but maybe
it was above or below. Basically, I was looking sort of straight out, I felt like that’s where
it was. And so we reached our penetration point and our radios had quit working when
the object got in close to us. I’m not sure just at what point I realized that we couldn’t
talk to the ground, but we made our turn and penetration back towards the base and
departed our altitude without receiving permission, which bothered me at the time
because it was basically illegal to change your altitude without approval beforehand. So
anyway the navigator...

TT

At that point does radar approach control have you on their radar system?

BR

Oh yes.

TT

They do, all the way out there?

BR

Well I don’t know which one would have us, I mean, one will have us a certain distance
out, and then like for our precision approaches, they would hand us off to someone that—
whose radar is closer in for the precise...

TT

Oh, OK, they have a couple of different systems there—

BR

Yeah.

TT

...for the approach systems.

BR

Right Tom. So, sometime maybe during the turn, or later after we headed back in, then
the Navigator mentions that the object has moved over to the other side of the airplane,
and at one point, I don’t know if it was then when it came in real fast, or the first time,
then it came in real fast. I know that Pat McCaslin said that he didn’t raise his voice but
someone raised their voice which, you know, it might have been me (laughs) I don’t
know. But I was a little bit excited there because by the tone of voice that someone said,
and like I said, maybe it’s just in my mind, but I felt the thing was closing too fast to stop.
In pilot training I’ve had a couple instances where I closed to fast to stop and ended up on
the other side of the airplane. Without my instructor having been with me I would have
gone through the other airplane. It sort of concerned me, because when an airplane is
closing on another one, I mean, you can bank and try to stop but sometimes if your close
rate is too fast, it’s hard to stop an airplane.

TT

Yeah.

BR

So then we are penetrating, flying the instrument approach—

TT

Let’s, let’s just stop a second and let’s just clarify you have a headset communication
with intercom system with the rest of the crew so everybody is listening, hearing what’s
going on. Let’s talk about that excitement a little bit. Do you remember the
communications exactly?
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BR

No I don’t, but I thought that one of the navigators, and Pat said it wasn’t him, so it could
have been Chuck Ritchey—the way they raised their voice, I thought that they thought
that a collision was imminent. And then it stopped dead without hitting us.

TT

And you still couldn’t see anything? Were you still trying to look out there?

BR

Well, I don’t know, maybe I was thinking about ejecting really (laughs).

TT

Well, plus you’re flying the plane without communication capability so I imagine you
were little concerned.

BR

Yeah, but as far as the other crew’s positions were concerned, yeah, I think they could
monitor all the radios also. And we had a selector if you wanted to transmit on a certain
radio, then you select that radio, two different UHF radios and an HF radio.

TT

Ah, so you could switch between them.

BR

Uh huh, but I believe all the positions could probably monitor them all at the same time
also.

TT

Then there’s an HF onboard too?

BR

Yeah, high frequency that we can—we’re over the North Pole we can talk to our
headquarters with that radio, yeah.

TT

But I understand that’s in the EW’s position?

BR

Well, he monitored it most of the time because as the co-pilot I was having to talk on the
two UHF radios, and I might have two different controllers talking to me, and maybe at
the same time. But when we were flying over the North Pole, why then the co-pilot
monitored the HF radio. I talked on it too but in the local area the co-pilot just used the
two UHF radios. And, sometimes when we were in the area we would put one on channel
nine, which was the Command Post frequency if we wanted to talk to them or anything,
and then the other one...

TT

The Command Post was SAC headquarters?

BR

No it was separate, just our local—

TT

Bomb Wing?

BR

—headquarters.Yeah. So if we were on alert we probably had both radios on channel
nine then so we could get our messages from the Command Post. But in this case I had at
least one radio, if not both of them on the Ground Controller’s, or the Approach Control,
radar people’s frequency.

TT

And you must have tried to change frequency because you could hear them, right?

BR

Right.

TT

Were they giving you other frequencies to switch to?

BR

Yes they did after awhile. At first they just told us if we could read them to Squawk
Ident. So, you know, the aircraft commander just hits a button and we already had a
certain code set in. So it just flashes on their radar.
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TT

So there’s just a blip on their radar screen identifying your location and it basically
identifies your code.

BR

Right

TT

How long does that remain on their screen? For a while and then fade out, or does it just
flash up?

BR

I think it just flashes for a few flashes maybe. I don’t know for sure. It does not
continually flash I’m pretty sure of that.

TT

Yeah.

BR

So then they received that, but we still couldn’t talk to them and so they just said if we
were having an emergency or having any serious problems then to squawk another code
and we didn’t, so they figured we were all right. But we had had several B-52’s crash and
so they were concerned.

TT

Yeah, they had one two weeks prior to this incident, one that crashed out in front of the
runway coming in on a penetration. We have the report on that.

BR

OK. That was, I don’t remember which one that was that was. That was probably Colonel
Poole, my first aircraft commander, that’s the one I told you that the co-pilot shut the
boost pumps off to the engines on one side.

TT

Yeah, yeah that’s what they said in the documents, they were interested in your radio
communication problems because of that.

BR

Right.

TT

Never quite understood what that meant. Maybe there were some radio communications
problems with their flight too?

BR

Well, they did have problems and Colonel Poole had gotten out of the aircraft
commanders seat to go back and work on things. He reset some circuit breakers and got
their communications back, he repaired you know, with his knowledge, he was able to
correct whatever the problem was. And the co-pilot, who really wasn’t fully checked out
yet, was left in the seat by himself. So Colonel Poole really didn’t see him make some of
the changes that he did, and well, anyway it caused them to crash. Colonel Poole had
been overworked which, he was supposed to have retired a year earlier but they were
short of instructor pilots and they wouldn’t let him out even though he already had 22
years in. So he had to stay another year and the last couple of weeks that he was there he
flew just about every day as an instructor. I’m sure he was worn out and his fatigue might
have been a contributing factor to this. But they were making penetration in weather and
the attitude indicator went out so he had to fix that, because its hard to fly an airplane in
weather you know, not knowing whether you’re level or...

TT

So how long did it pace your airplane?

BR

Well, it was several minutes. It was with us going out away from the base and it was
with us for a few minutes anyway.

TT

You say going out from the base, but actually, at what point did you pick it up, and then
you had to do a 180 to come back. Do you recall it being with you that whole time?
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BR

Yeah, oh yes it was with us, well—actually the ground controllers told us that we had it
at a certain position and, like I said, we were headed out away from the base to this
TACAN penetration point and then the navigator had it there, and it stayed with us for,
well say ten miles anyway. At least, going that way—going out. Well then we had to
make our turn and come back and start our penetration and it never left us, it was with us
all the time—

TT

I think I missed something here. On your way out it was with you for quite a while?

BR

Yes, it was with us for several minutes going out because I was concerned about what to
do, and then our radios were out and I couldn’t talk to anybody on the ground. Like I
said, we basically just made the decision to go ahead with our penetration and land
without permission to leave our altitude. Well, so it had been with us for a while before
we made that decision and we were concerned and we figured we might just as well head
back to the base. So we turned back, and I don’t know if it was a 180 degree turn or a 100
degree turn or what, but basically we reversed our course and went back to the base and
made our penetration and instrument approach, and at one point the navigator called and
said it’s set down on the ground. I don’t think he said it had left us, but he was pretty
sure it had gone down and set on the ground.

TT

Yeah, he thought it dropped through the radar—

BR

Yeah, and I’m not sure at that point whether he said that we were 10 miles from the base
or whether I looked at my DME on the TACAN—it shows us our distance, but either I
was told or I noticed myself that we were 10 miles from the base, and I think that we
were at 14,000 feet but that could be wrong. I read the transcript, I said that it was with us
from 200, meaning flight level 200 to 14, and I was talking about the altitudes then so
I’m sure I meant 14,000 feet. It could have been 14 miles but I’m pretty sure that the Nav
team or I would have noted the mileage was 10 miles from the base.

TT

Yeah. So it stayed with you 20-25 miles.

BR

Yes or longer.

TT

Do you recall the amount?

BR

No. It might have paced us for four minutes going outbound before we even turned and
started penetration but I don’t know how far out that penetration fix was, but I thought it
was 35 miles out from the base. It was with us from there until 10 miles from the base.

TT

Yeah, 25 miles.

BR

25 miles besides the, probably 10 going outbound, or more, and then it takes the B-52
several seconds or minutes to make a turn, it doesn’t just whip around.

TT

Yeah, it must be a pretty wide turn...

BR

Yeah, right. We just use a 30-degree bank angle so you cover a lot of territory when you
are turning.

TT

Yeah I mean does it take two minutes to turn that thing 180?

BR

I would say it would—

TT

So at some point it dropped down and then what happened?
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BR

Well then our radios came back in and well actually just as soon as the Navigator told me
that he no longer had it, that it had dropped off his radar I checked in with the Approach
Control and told them basically that their UFO wasn’t with us anymore, and that our
radios were working and they told me to try another frequency or two, and we tried that
and stayed on their best frequency. So as we were making the approach I think that we
had in mind to land because we were sort of fatigued, mentally and physically too, but we
received instructions over one of the radios and it said that such-and-such general wanted
us to fly back out and over fly over the object and see what we could see about it.

TT

And at what point did that information come?

BR

Well, basically right after our radios came back in, it was before we made our low
approach, which we might have intended to land and then maybe not. But I think that we
wanted to land.

TT

It appears that you did one low approach—

BR

Yeah, we did do one low approach—

TT

—and they were asking, you know, when you were out on the downwind leg, they were
asking you if you were seeing anything, you were back out in that area of N-7.

BR

Yeah.

TT

But you didn’t see anything and you came back around. Does that make sense that that’s
when the General Officer might have?

BR

OK. No, the request was made before we made our—

TT

Oh!

BR

—before we, after our radios came back in and before we made our low approach, which,
like I said, I thought we wanted to land. But maybe even before we could tell the ground
people we wanted to land someone came over the radios, and said, he didn’t say “This is
general such-and-such,” he just said, they said, “General such-and-such wants you to go
back around and over fly the object.”

TT

But they identified the general.

BR

They gave his name.

TT

But he did not come over the radio?

BR

It’s possible I don’t know, he could have—they could have patched him in.

TT

Oh he could have been at SAC headquarters.

BR

He could have been at SAC headquarters or it could have been Tom Goduto on the HF—
instructions could have come over the HF radio because he would have been in contact
with headquarters, higher headquarters through that radio all the time anyway. But
basically someone told us to go back around and the ground controllers knew that, they
could hear, or, well I don’t know they could hear, but they knew that we were supposed
to go back and over fly the thing. They gave us a heading to fly back over the object and
when we made our go-around over the runway, made our turn and headed back, just as
soon as we rolled out at wings level there was an orange glow sitting out there, almost off
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our nose about 11:30 position just a little bit to the left side of the airplane, so we were
heading towards it, straight to it.
TT

So it was in your windshield the whole time.

BR

Right it was within our windshield.

TT

And you were about 15 hundred altitude.

BR

Yeah, above ground.

TT

Do you remember talking about it with the pilot, with Partin?

BR

No I just don’t remember. I got busy with checklists and fuels and things like that. And
you know, just as soon as I got everything caught up, I looked up and we were on top of
it. But then, to go ten miles at whatever, I don’t remember pattern air speed...

TT

Yeah, I think 180.

BR

Yeah I think 180 indicated so, you know, it’s roughly 200 miles per hour. So at 200 miles
per hour it doesn’t take you long to go 10 miles.

TT

Yeah.

BR

You have 36 different fuel switches I remember and you can take fuel out of certain tanks
to a certain point. You just don’t run those tanks dry you have to take them out of others.
But you have two pages of checklist just on fuel settings and if you mess up your fuel
then it imbalances the airplane, like an airplane weighs 180,000 pounds and you have
300,000 pounds of fuel on the airplane, so if you put it in the wrong place the airplane
will break into two.

TT

Oh so you have to transfer it between tanks and the wing?

BR

Well no, you don’t have to transfer it, you just take it out of certain tanks at different
times but you have to do it in sequence to keep the airplane balanced. There are other
checklists I would have to run too, just various things I would have to do and, by that
time I was caught up you know, and Major Partin was flying the airplane.

TT

Over flying it. It must have been, I don’t know, about five seconds you got to look at it?

BR

No it was just a matter of a few seconds you know—

TT

Yeah. I mean did you see it from various points?

BR

Well, when I first looked up, we were already beside it and so I didn’t look straight ahead
out my window, but, I don’t know, maybe from the corner of my eye I could tell that it
was to the other side. But when I looked up, I looked out the pilot’s window, or possibly
the side window—I think the pilots window—so I just looked up and there was
something there that to me. Well the first thing I saw was a dark square, a rectangle and
then this red, a dull red around it. I mean it wasn’t well lit, it would blend in with the
ground pretty well, or the night sky, but this one part, one shadow, was completely black
and my eyes were drawn to it and I was thinking, “well that’s a barn loft and the door’s
open where they put hay in the thing” but I wasn’t thinking that a barn was going to be
that high, because I’m really not looking down, I’m looking out, maybe down some—

TT

But to the side?
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BR

—to the side yeah, so my concentration was on that dark spot at first. So we’re flying
beside the object and then I take my eye away from that, you know I just sort of glanced,
just, there was really nothing to see, just this dull reddish, and I didn’t see the bottom, and
I didn’t see the top, I’m just looking along the side, and it might be my field of view was
limited looking across the airplane also. And so then we come to a metallic cylinder, sort
of like stainless steel or shiny aluminum or something like that. It’s protruding from the
end of this thing and it’s on the ground and the ground is just well lighted here. I mean, I
could see maybe trees, bushes or breaks in the ground, I could see different things on the
ground.

TT

OK. It was fairly bright.

BR

Well lit, uh huh, and so as we are going past this I looked back and I thought that this
thing might be pretty close to the first big part of the object, but it appeared to be attached
and it was coming out of the end of it, and that end was, it was well lit and it was, well it
was sort of barn red, but it was lighter, it was a whole lot brighter than it was down the
sides. Basically I figure from the glow from the next section, which was sort of like a
crescent moon, but it was a crescent-shaped object and it was attached to the other end of
the cylinder and the light illuminating from it had the cylinder completely illuminated
just about as if it was daylight really. And the crescent-shaped part appeared to be solid
but it appeared to be almost translucent like you could almost see through it, but it didn’t
have anything wavy or anything, it was solid, the lines were distinct on it and it was as
high or higher, it was higher than the tubular section was, but not a whole lot higher, but
it wasn’t nearly as high as the main body of the thing was. And as we banked over it to
make our crosswind I guess we were told to turn about that time and our radios went out
again because I did transmit something and they didn’t receive, and so as we went by it
was pretty good size also because, that is all that really showed up, or maybe I was just
concentrating on it and didn’t see anything else. But at one point I could see it and the
tubular section and the front part of the main body together, but it took us several seconds
to go around the thing, to make our turn. It was probably in view, I don’t know, well
several seconds anyway.

TT

But not more than 10 or 12 seconds?

BR

Probably I would probably put ten seconds in the range because we flew down the side of
it for about two or three, maybe four seconds...

TT

At this point is the plane banked?

BR

No, we are just level and we don’t bank until we get right to the end of it. Major Partin
started his turn just as we got abreast of the end of it and turned almost over the top of the
thing. I’m sure we were told to turn by the Ground Controllers so they knew exactly
where we were in relation to it.

TT

Which is a little confusing because you’re saying that your radios are out. Oh, but you
could he—

BR

We could receive, and they probably told us to turn and I probably answered and they
didn’t, that’s when they didn’t receive my—

TT

So you’re implying that they knew exactly where this thing was?
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BR

Yes uh huh.

TT

Do you think that they had it on radar?

BR

I would think that they did.

TT

Are they able to shoot something on the ground?

BR

I have no idea. It might have been sitting up high enough, and they knew the terrain out
there but they would know if there’s a big hump out there that’s—

TT

I wonder if they could have visually seen it, well maybe they could see on binoculars
sitting out there.

BR

Yeah, possibly, but the controller would have been in a building and just glued to his
radarscope anyway. But he would know all the terrain in the area and he would know any
change in terrain.

TT

But it doesn’t seem like after it left your B-52 that it went right to that position because
you went around once and didn’t see anything.

BR

No, we didn’t go around once. The only time we went around was when we went back
and saw that it was there. We didn’t go around again. We just made one go around.

TT

In the transcript, it’s got you doing a low approach, go around, you didn’t see anything,
and then you went around a second time and saw it.

BR

No, we went missed approach. Well on the missed approached you don’t land you don’t
make a touch and go or if you do make a touch and go around, then you receive
instruction to turn after that. Well, we received our instructions to turn and when we
broke out on the heading then the object was right there in front of us.

TT

OK.

BR

We only made one low approach and then, we were turned to fly right back over the
object.

TT

Oh, OK. But you understand in the transcript—

BR

I know, it confuses me too. They have changed some things, added and deleted and I’m
pretty sure some headings were wrong there. If you don’t see the runway and you’re on
an instrument approach, well then you go missed approach. You’re supposed to go to a
certain heading and altitude, they don’t want you making turns in the weather, you know
you might turn into an object on the ground, forget your altitude, so usually they have
you go straight ahead. So, if you’re landing on runway 29 then usually they will have you
go just about straight ahead or 10 or 20 degrees one way or the other just in case there’s
an obstacle you need to clear. Well, here, we’re landing on runway 11 I think, so then
they’d say go missed approach 335 or something or other like that. See eventually you
will go there but they aren’t going to have you going that direction right after the runway.
They don’t just have you just make a 180 degree turn, they turn you a little bit at a time.

TT

And then 11 and 29, I mean, does that relate to the cardinal direction of your approach?

BR

That’s the way the runway is oriented. It depends on which way the wind is.
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TT

OK, so you overflew the object. Do you remember how long your radio was out during
that time? And was it only when you were over the object?

BR

Yeah it was only when we were over the object.

TT

Really in close, in proximity to it—

BR

Yeah, just as soon as we got away from it again why they could hear us again.

TT

And following that—

BR

We landed, and then had our debriefings.

TT

Let’s see, Don Cagle was on board too. I’ll talk to Don about that.

BR

Yeah, ask him how such an outstanding pilot as himself could miss seeing something like
that (laughs).

TT

So irresponsible (laughs)—

BR

That’s right (laughs), well, there’s no way he’d trust his airplane to his co-pilot. I mean, I
have made mistakes before and, as a matter of fact, I never did thank Tom Goduto for
saving me one time. I forgot to close some slipway doors on a CEVG [Combat
Evaluation Group] ride and Tom caught it and saved me on that.

TT

What kind of doors?

BR

When you air refuel you have these doors, or slipway doors that come open on top, you
have to open them up. After refueling you are supposed to close them and I missed them
on the checklist and Tom Goduto caught it.

TT

Oh, good.

BR

—he’s pretty sharp too. Yeah, he had to look after the co-pilots. Usually the co-pilots
were the newest or the dumbest on the crew, they would look after us.

TT

So then you landed the plane, at some point they—

BR

Uh, Partin did.

TT

Yeah, at some point they mentioned over the transcript that somebody should come into
Base Ops.

BR

Right, they called us on one of our radios.

TT

I guess normally I would have expected Cagle to be the one to do that.

BR

Right, he would have but he had an appointment, and he had to leave right away.

TT

Well you guys landed at 20 to five, and he was out of there in two hours.

BR

I don’t know, his wife might have met him. Yeah, he was supposed to have left at, I think
he said at 7:00 o’clock. He didn’t have much leeway in there.

TT

No wonder he didn’t remember, he didn’t think about it once he left.

BR

No, he was thinking about his new career.

TT

Yeah. So, you guys went into a debriefing, what was that like?
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BR

Well, it was just a maintenance debriefing—standard thing, we just told the maintenance
crews if there was anything wrong with our airplane, like they have one maintenance guy
for the pilots, one—

TT

Well would you have mentioned the radio problems?

BR

I would have if we’d had any problems, but they were working just fine. Yeah, same with
the radar it was working just fine.

TT

Did they ask you about what you had seen?

BR

I really can’t remember—

TT

...you just wanted to get out of there (laughs).

BR

Yes, because we were all tired. And I’m sure that we were emotionally drained too as
well as physically tired.

TT

And then at some point they told you to return for a briefing. Can you talk about that?

BR

I believe, before we left we were notified to be at a certain place later that morning for
debriefing, or some time during the day, but you know, it was already morning and it
seemed to me like it was just a few hours.

TT

Yeah, but you went home—

BR

Yes I went home and, you know, cleaned up, came back and then we met up with a
general officer and his aide I believe.

TT

And this was both radar guys—

BR

Right McCaslin and Chuck Richie.

TT

—Goduto and Arlie Judd, it was actually five of you guys?

BR

Uh, uh Arlie Judd. Yeah, I don’t think that Partin came there with us—

TT

I don’t think so either.

BR

He probably had something else to do anyway.

TT

You know, there was that morning in base operations, or actually, Werlich, you know,
862nd [Combat] Support Group—he was the base operations officer. He was also the
UFO investigating officer for Blue Book—he called back some of the ground personnel,
and he remembers [actually, A1C Robert O’Connor recalls that B-52 crewmembers were
present at this meeting] there might have been two people from your plane there too. But
it wasn’t you, right?

BR

It wasn’t me, no.

TT

It’s possible, he [Werlich] mentions in one of his reports that he interviewed Partin and
McCaslin—so I think Partin and McCaslin might have showed up in his office that same
morning at some point, to brief him.

BR

It could be, well see, they would have had to go over their bombing things but they
always have a Bomb Nav debriefing also afterwards—
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TT

Yeah, he [McCaslin] remembers that they came out on the flight line to take his film
away.

BR

Yeah, yeah, I remember that...

TT

...which was unusual for him ‘cause usually he’d bring it in and hand it in to them

BR

Yes.

TT

...but they came out there, boom, you know...

BR

Right, yeah.

TT

...so, I mean, do you recall that at all?

BR

No I don’t recall that.

TT

Yeah... yeah, and then again some days later he recalls reviewing the film with a group of
officers. He can’t identify where they came from, so there was some off base interest.

BR

Right I think that they, some of them might have come from Langley—

TT

Oh yeah?

BR

(laughs)

TT

Yeah. Oh, I see what you’re saying...

BR

Yeah.

TT

OK, let’s talk a little about the briefing then. What did it involve? Can you visualize the
office?

BR

No I can’t anymore. It seems like it was small office and it was plenty for the few of us
who were there. But it wasn’t a great big place or anything. I don’t think that I had been
there before but I don’t think I had ever been in a general’s office or briefing room before
either, so I don’t know who the general officer was. I didn’t know him at the time, so I—
but I didn’t know any of them.

TT

He was the actually the Strategic Aerospace Division Commander, 810th...[Brigadier
General Ralph T. Holland].

BR

I would have known the name but that would be all.

TT

Yeah you wouldn’t normally deal with them.

BR

No.

TT

—they would be just really overseeing operations of both wings. They also had
responsibility for Malmstrom and Glasgow at the time.

BR

(nodding) Uh huh, OK.

TT

Yeah. So, and let’s talk about what you recall him telling you because that’s interesting.

BR

OK. Well basically, instead of asking us any questions, basically he just informed us as to
what had gone on during the previous, during that night, and he had mentioned about
outer and inner alarms going off at one of the missile sites, and one thing that he did
mention that there had been two different instances having to do with missiles within a
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week, and one was at another base, and one was at our base and I couldn’t differentiate
the things that were going on from one as opposed to the other. So he did mention that
there had been outer and inner alarms activated. Air Police had been sent to investigate,
the first Air Police hadn’t reported in when they were suppose to, the other Air Police
were sent to check and they found the first Air Police either unconscious or coming,
regaining consciousness, and the paint was burned off the top of their vehicle that they
were in. They had told the other guys that something had, the last they remembered is
that something was starting to sit down on them, and they started running and that was
the last thing they remembered and then the general officer told us that the Air Police did
go onto the missile site and the 20-ton concrete blast door. I don’t know, he might have
called it blast door, anyway, said a 20-ton concrete lid or door had been moved from the
top of one of our Minuteman II missiles and that the inner alarm down the inside the
thing had been activated. And he also mentioned that Air Police had seen us fly over, and
they had seen the object that was on the ground there take off and fly up and join up with
us. Basically that was it. I think that he asked us for any additional input and I don’t
remember whether I mentioned anything then or not—I just can’t remember.
TT

You never described the object when you overflew it?

BR

I don’t think I ever did. Maybe to some of my friends in Stanboard or something like
that, or maybe to some of my crew if they had—when they asked me about it.

TT

Yeah, that seems odd unless they already knew what the thing looked like, you know
(laughs) maybe they did.

BR

Or maybe they thought I never looked outside the airplane, I have no idea, I don’t know
why I was ignored, but—

TT

And nobody in your crew was really talking too much during that debriefing, or being
asked questions?

BR

I don’t think they were asked questions, they were given the opportunity to say
anything...and it might be at that point that I might have described the thing as, you
know, being egg-shaped—or something like that. I don’t recall.

TT

Apparently you mentioned it to McCaslin as you came out of the aircraft and were
walking into the Base Ops. You described what you saw—

BR

Yeah, OK.

TT

—so he must have wanted to know. Did you, at any point, invite those guys to come up
and see it?

BR

No, I would never do that anyway.

TT

Huh. Yeah. So, and that meeting lasted how long?

BR

Oh, probably 10 - 15 minutes, it wasn’t very long, he knew that we were tired and so he
didn’t keep us.

TT

So, what was, in your estimation, what was the purpose of that briefing?

BR

Well it was supposed to have been a debriefing, but we got a briefing.

TT

Yeah.
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BR

He just seemed to want to inform us about everything that had gone on...he mentioned
about 14 different sources that had all seen the same thing. Now if all, if 14 different
sources all…if their stories all confirmed each other...and it might even be that he talked
to Partin separately...I, I have no idea. He might have been there, you know, when they
wanted someone from the crew to come in to talk to someone right after the flight—

TT

Yeah. He also probably had access to Base Ops, you know, when he came in and talked
to Base Ops maybe they, I don’t know, there’s no record of any of that, of the SAC
investigation. I would guess that being the 810th Commander he would be the one who
everything would be funneled through to the 15th to SAC or straight to operations at
SAC.

BR

Yep everything would be funneled through him that’s for sure.

TT

After that that was the end of it? There was no official interest beyond that?

BR

Not that I know of. I was never contacted by anybody about anything, just, you know,
some of my friends maybe, you know, other people at Stanboard just asked what I had
seen.

TT

Yeah. What did you think about it at the time? At that time what were your thoughts?

BR

Well [laughs] I don’t even remember...I was at first I was apprehensive when I thought
the thing was going to hit us, but after that, I wasn’t really that much concerned about it. I
just, and we went out and flew out over the thing, ‘course, I was sort of concerned that it
might interfere with something on the airplane—power, electronics, or something like
that, but really my, my biggest concern was just the airplane itself being affected.

TT

I’ve been listening to you guys a lot so I’m getting a better idea what it’s like to be on a
B-52, but basically you, most of your time is spent flying that aircraft—

BR

Right.

TT

—focusing on checklists and so on and so forth, so you really don’t have a lot of time to
think about much, do you?

BR

No you don’t, things happen fast. And the thing about being scared or anything like that,
you know, when our engines caught fire that one time and when you have SAM missiles
fired at you, things happen so fast that all you’re thinking is what are the proper
emergency procedures, what are you supposed to do and you don’t have time to get
scared because you’re thinking about what needs to be done.

TT

Yeah, you are trained for that. OK. This transcript really has me, I mean—

BR

I’ve read it several times myself and I can’t get everything out of it.

TT

Neither can I. What we’re talking about is the pilot transcript that’s in the documents,
which runs from—well, it runs from uh 3:30 a.m. to 4, for about an hour really. It ends at
9:28 and we know, in the documents it says you want to land at 4:40 [CDT], at 9:40
[GMT].

BR

OK now, some of it might have been ZULU time and maybe some was Local time.

TT

Yeah, that doesn’t, I mean, it’s all ZULU in the document.
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BR

OK, I know that they mention that Partin was an hour off his timing on the, something
that he had said—

TT

Yeah but that was just a just a simple mistake— Central Daylight Time—

BR

OK.

TT

The transcript ends at 9:28 with a general statement that you are on a final for landing.
We know you landed at 9:40, that’s mentioned many—so there are 12 minutes that seem
to have disappeared. Now it could be that that last timing, I don’t, I’m not sure this will
ever make total sense. We know what time you took the radar scope photos ‘cause there’s
a clock face that’s filmed—

BR

Right.

TT

...so that was at 4:06, so at 4:06 you’re halfway up, somewhere between the fix and—
when they say “WT” are they referring to way point?

BR

That was just the name of the fix, the TACAN fix that we were supposed to start our
penetration from.

TT

That one up there was, the one that they referred to as “WT?”

BR

Yes, I don’t know what the name of it—

TT

But it wasn’t way, it wasn’t a short term for waypoint?

BR

No, I don’t think so

TT

OK, just curious. But you were somewhere between halfway and all the way up there—

BR

Right.

TT

—so really you were 10-12 minutes away from the base—take you about 10 minutes to
go from there in?

BR

Well we’re still going out too. I can’t remember how long it takes to make a penetration.
It seems to me like, well I don’t want to guess.

TT

Yeah, anyway the point is that in the documents, your radio goes out for less than four
minutes—

BR

Yeah

TT

—not more than four minutes, which means your airspeed would’ve been pretty high for
it to follow you for 20 miles, everybody has it at 20 miles at least, you’re a little higher at
25—I mean, what other sort of discrepancies did you see in the documents?

BR

Well I just saw some of the missed approach instructions were wrong for that particular
runway. Maybe I’m wrong on that; it just seems to me like some of the turns were left
out.

TT

Yeah, especially on the last one—the whole downwind leg’s gone

BR

Yeah, and there’s nothing in there about the instruction from the General Officer—but
like I said it could have come over on the HF radio.
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TT

But Tom [Goduto] remembers nothing like that. There is no reason for his HF to be on at
that point—when you left altitude and if you were landing—

BR

OK, that’s true, yeah that’s probably so.

TT

Maybe we’ve covered everything... uh... let me just [inaudible] um...oh let’s see... I just
want to make sure we’ve asked all the final questions here...

BR

You know, I don’t know whether it was Jan that mentioned it or not, or whether it was in
my own mind about flying an airplane capable of dropping nuclear bombs going out and
flying over something—if they felt threatened...I can’t remember whether that was on my
mind or not, but it probably was.

TT

Yeah. Well I know it was on Pat MaCaslin’s too he was concerned flying over this thing
‘cause he didn’t know what it was and he didn’t know what kind of response it would
have.

BR

That’s exactly right, and if you’d have seen how big it was—

TT

We keep getting back to that damn transcript and ... I mean the one thing we know is it
wasn’t, we have two other transcripts from the B-52 accident report and they’re down to
the second, the timings on them are—I mean somebody’s saying something and he’s at
4:33 and 32 seconds to 35 seconds, I mean it is so exact and then you look at this
transcript and you’ve got sort of general time—

BR

Right, there’s several minutes in between.

TT

—it’s not an officially transcribed document—

BR

Yeah, I wouldn’t doubt that.

TT

—so, that’s unfortunate. Do you recall them informing you that some other radar system
had picked it up?

BR

Well, I guess that during the debriefing that the general mentioned that the radars had
picked that up, maybe the weather radar—but anyway, while we were in the air they
might have mentioned that they had it. Well, for one thing they told me at one time that
it was at my certain position—they are seeing it in relation to me.

TT

Yeah, so they had to have identified it on their system. Yeah they kind of avoided the fact
that it was multiple radar sightings in the investigation. I think that way they could—if
you got two radars on it you can’t say that one system’s malfunctioning.

BR

Yeah.

TT

Let me just read Werlich’s account to you and if you have any comments just let me
know. “After rolling out of a right turn around to the TACAN initial approach fix, a
bright echo suddenly appeared three miles abeam and to the left of the aircraft—”

BR

Well it was on right side and it never lost the radar.

TT

Yeah, and to the left he is talking about after rolling out—

BR

Um hum, that’s heading back—that’s from high altitude, see that was before start of
penetration from 20,000.

TT

“The echo rapidly closed on the aircraft and remained at about one mile.”
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BR

Yeah.

TT

Here’s the question, did the echo, or the object—at what point did it move from three
miles to one mile from the B-52?

BR

I believe it was after we had rolled back out and started our penetration or were headed
back towards the runway, but McCaslin would know that better than I would.

TT

Yeah, but that’s when you recall that? Because that’s the point you got excited, right?

BR

Right yes.

TT

Do you remember it as occurring at that time?

BR

No, I don’t. I don’t remember when it went from one side to the other side.

TT

OK, now you say one side to the other side, explain that.

BR

Well, it initially appeared on the right, right wing at 3 o’clock on their radar scope, and it
was on the right according to the Ground Controllers when they wanted me to look out in
that direction. And then it was there for several seconds anyway, because I did, you
know, look behind and in front of the airplane. I did make a concerted effort to look and I
was stretching out and looking. When I couldn’t see it, why then I guess we were
approaching our turn point and so basically sometime I think after the turn, then it went
over to the other side of us and stayed there.

TT

OK, you know, really at this point we’re telling a story, we’re just trying to tell a coherent
story ‘cause the exact details, we’ll never know. McCaslin seems to remember this thing
was identified first on your right side—

BR

Yes, it was uh huh.

TT

—but the way it got to your left side is that you turned around then it was on your left
side. I don’t see any point where that object could be behind you, unless when you were
coming around it could have been behind you somehow. But it never moved across—

BR

I, I don’t know how it got from one side to the other—

TT

OK.

BR

—and of course, you know, the tail gunner says that he saw it go behind us on his radar.

TT

Yeah, maybe at some point it did appear back there, but I’m not sure that’s going to ever
be crystal clear—

BR

Yeah.

TT

...’cause I’m not sure that you guys at the time knew what was going on—you were
guessing too.

BR

Um hum.

TT

But anyway as soon as it closed to about one mile is the point where your radios went
out?

BR

Right, that’s correct. Well, our radios were out before we started our penetration so it had
either happened before—well basically it happened before we started penetration ‘cause,
like I say, I wasn’t able to let them know we were leaving, changing altitudes.
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TT

OK [reading] “and then the radar echo continued with the aircraft during its TACAN
penetration for about 20 miles. RAPCON had requested the aircraft change the UHF
frequencies twice but the aircraft was unable to transmit.” That’s another omission as far
as I’m concerned in the transcript, them telling you to change frequencies.

BR

Yeah, I see what you mean.

TT

At the end when your communications have resumed, they tell you to change frequencies
but you have already reestablished communications at that point.

BR

Yeah.

TT

I think there’s a bunch of ways of seeing information missing from the transcripts, not
just the fact the General Officer’s request to over fly the object is missing, or the blatant
one is the missing 290 degree downwind leg when you over fly the object.

BR

Yeah.

TT

How can, how can that be missing? [Reading] “And then so as soon as the echo
disappeared your transmitters became operational.” You never sighted it. They say here
too “the tower operator who was following the aircraft progress through binoculars never
sighted it either” but that may be because you had some haze that morning.

BR

We had haze, not right on the ground though, because, like I say, when we over flew it
was just as clear as—

TT

Yeah, it seemed to be above 10,000 where there was a haze or cloud layers, but it is
generally clear, you had 25-mile visibility. But apparently they didn’t see you coming,
they didn’t see your—but would they see you at 20,000 feet?

BR

I don’t think so. But the 25 miles visibility well I don’t know at what point they
determined that, it’s at a hundred foot elevation where our minimums were probably a
hundred feet, and so they aren’t talking about 25 miles visibility at 20,000 feet.

TT

Oh right.

BR

Near ground. It was clear on the ground.

TT

It was cold morning, a crisp 32 degrees. We have finally gotten the point where we have
as much as we’re probably ever going to know about it.

BR

Yeah, and I’m remembering less all the time too.

TT

Yeah, I know, you get to a point where there is a negative return.

BR

But, different things do come up though. Like I finally realized how I saw Partin’s
description of the glow that he saw on the ground, and, like he said, it was sort of like a
football but with the quarter crescent shape in the front and the oval shape of the thing
with light reflecting over that. I could see how it would from behind. And one thing I’m
curious about did the guys on the ground describe it? Which way did it move? Was the
crescent part, did it go forwards or backwards?

TT

They never saw that, the lights were so bright that all they ever really saw were lights.

BR

OK well, on the ground, like I said, the front part of the main body was well lighted, but
the rest of it really wasn’t. On a dark night, up in the sky, why it would blend in very well
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if the crescent part wasn’t lit up in the air you know, I could have looked right at the rest
of it and really not seen it.
TT

Right. Yeah I can imagine that someone underneath the thing would just see a saucer
shape.

BR

Yeah, you wouldn’t see the whole thing. Unless there was some big warehouse or a great
big building out there the thing was backed up against.

TT

Yeah well, there’s nothing out there.

BR

No I didn’t think so, I’d never seen anything that big—

TT

No, in fact Werlich flew out, the Lieutenant Colonel who investigated, he either took a
helicopter out there a day or two after and looked to see what was out there, or he knew
that area, but he said there was absolutely nothing out there, there was not even, you
know, farms and so forth in that specific area. There is Grano, the little town there but he
said that’s deserted during the day, there wasn’t a lot of activity out there but farms. I
mean, a hot air balloon?

BR

Yeah. Hardly.

TT

At 4, 5 in the morning (laughs) on a cold October evening that doesn't seem too logical
either. It wasn’t a farmer’s light or anything, so really there’s no reasonable source for a
light being out there.

BR

No, especially that bright...

TT

Even Partin said he’d been over that area and he’d never seen any lights out there. So I
think it really had him stumped because there was just no easy way to explain the thing.

BR

Um hum.

TT

I am sure I am forgetting to ask you something but between the interviews we got
plenty... thanks again for taking the time to do it.

BR

Yeah, you’re welcome. I am glad, you know, to learn what some other people saw.

[Transcript ends.]
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FOLLOWING ARE TEN QUESTIONS WITH ANSWERS POSED TO BRAD RUNYON BY
TOM TULIEN AND JIM KLOTZ REGARDING THE 1968 MINOT UFO EVENTS.
Subj:
Re: questions & inquiry
Date:
12/9/00 4:35:02 PM Central Standard Time
From: Runyon, Brad
To: Tom Tulien

________________________________________________________________________
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1. From the flight path indicated on the drawing above, it appears that the pilot occupying
the left seat (AC) would have had the best view of the object on two occasions; when the
B-52 passed near the object on the downward leg—and then passed above (or, off to the
side?) of the object following the 180-degree turn. Do you agree that this was the case?
Did you pass directly over the object or off to one side?
Runyan: Yes, Maj. Partin had the best view as he was in the left seat. We were no closer to
it than a half mile on the downwind leg and probably not much closer on the base leg when
we turned 90 degrees. When we turned the final 90 degrees headed towards the runway, it
was then behind us and out of sight.
2. If the above is true, how easy or difficult was it for you in the right seat to see the object
(on the left side of the plane) when over flying it? Did you see it clearly on both
occasions, indicated above (also indicated by your drawing of the object side view)? Did
you see the object before making the 180-degree turn? Or, put differently, did you see
the object on two separate occasions (first from the side view, and then from overhead
looking down)?
Runyan: I first saw it from the right seat looking out the left (pilot's) window. As we banked
into the turn, I had a good view all thru the turn.
3. Did you or Partin suggest that other crewmembers come forward to view the object?
Who?
Runyan: Neither one of us called for the rest of the crew. They were aware of the incident
having listened to the intercom discussions among crewmembers. The rest of the crew
remained at their stations in case they had to eject.
4. From the interviews of Mr. Runyan, Mr. McCaslin and Mr. Goduto, it seems that during
at least part of the flight, James Partin was in the left (AC) seat while Don Cagle had
been occupying the IP “jump seat.” Also it has been said that Don Cagle went to the
bunk (?) during the high-altitude radar encounter. Did he stay there for the duration of
the event including the close approach, over flight of the object, and landing the B-52?
Runyan: Yes, Maj. Partin was in the pilot's seat the entire flight. Don Cagle left the IP seat
during the high-altitude radar encounter and remained in the bunk area. He never observed
the object.
5. Wouldn’t regulations require Cagle (AC) to remain on the flight deck? Why was it
reasonable for him to decide to leave the flight deck in an extraordinary situation?
Runyan: No one thought of any regulations requiring him to remain in the cockpit, as James
Partin was qualified to pilot the aircraft at that time, having completed his aircraft
familiarization check.
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6. Who was in the left seat during the last pass over flight of the landed (or hovering) object,
Partin or Cagle?
Runyan: Partin was in the left seat during the entire flight.
7. How big did the object appear on the ground… i.e. what common object held at arm’s
length would cover it? Or, how many finger-widths would have covered it?
Runyan: My first impression was that the orange portion was bigger than a large barn and
the tubular section reminded me of a large grain silo lying on its side. The crescent shaped
part did not become clear until we rolled into the first 90-degree turn.
8. Mr. Runyan’s drawing is very detailed, but can he estimate how big the object might
have been? Width, Length, and Height.

Runyan: I'm not good at estimating dimensions especially 32 years after the fact, but to my
best guess, I would say it was at least 200 ft in length, and 100 ft in width, and 50 ft. in
height.
9. Also, did you see the object as reported by Partin in his Form 117? In this case the CT
provided the object’s position at one o’clock (in the transcription it states: “B-52 on
heading 290-degrees asked to look for an orange light 15 to 16 miles at 1 o’clock position
(reply affirmative?) “AC roger I see a…(garbled)” (Transcript from tape). In Partin’s
report he states for the location of this sighting: “north east of Minot AFB, ND, 10 miles
at an altitude of 3200 ft. MSL.” Also, “as I turned on the downwind leg in the traffic
pattern I saw a bright orange ball of light at my one o’clock position. It appeared to be
about 15 miles away, and either on the ground or just slightly above the ground. The
light maintained stationary as we flew toward it. I turned onto base leg about one mile to
the south of the light and was above it. The light did not move during this time.”
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Runyan: I made all the radio calls from the aircraft and according to the transcript of radio
traffic between CT and aircraft; I stated that I did see an object. But I don't remember seeing
any outlines until we were close to the object as I was probably running check lists and doing
other aircraft duties at that time.
10. Brad, we are a bit confused on the chronological sequence of events. Would you be
willing to list the events in sequence, beginning prior to McCaslin’s radar sighting of the
object approaching from behind, and ending with the debriefing the following day?
Runyan: SEQUENCE OF EVENTS: When I requested permission to make a penetration
from FL 200 to land at Minot, I was asked to fly a certain heading and check for something
in this area. While flying in the indicated direction the Navigator McCaslin notified us of a
fast approaching object. Either he or the RN Richie said the object would be unable to stop as
fast as it was approaching. But it did stop off our right wing or tail at which time our UHF
transmitters went out. A short time later, it appeared on the left side of the aircraft and stayed
there until we came within 10 miles of Minot AFB runway. According to the Nav team, the
object sat down on the ground at this point and we proceeded to make a low approach at
MAFB.
We were instructed to go back and observe the object. Ground radar turned us 90 degrees to
the left away from the runway and then another 90 degrees on the downwind leg. We passed
to the right of the object going away from the runway and turned left 90 degrees above and to
the right of the object. Then we made another 90 degree turn towards the runway for final
landing.
I hope this helps.
Sincerely, Brad
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